Categorical data collected based on complex sample design is not proper for the standard Pearson multinomial-based chi-squared test because the observations are not independent and identically distributed. This study investigates effects of bias of point estimator of population proportion and its variance estimator to the standard Pearson chi-squared test statistics when the sample is collected based on complex sampling scheme. This study examines the effect under two population homogeneity test. The standard Pearson test statistic can be partitioned into two parts; the first part is the weighted sum of with eigenvalues of design matrix as their weights, and the additional second part which is added due to the biases of the point estimator and its variance estimator. Our empirical analysis shows that even though the bias of point estimator is small, Pearson test statistic is very much inflated due to underestimate the variance of point estimator. In the connection of design-based variance estimator and its design matrix, the bigger the average of eigenvalues of design matrix is, the larger relative size of which the first component part to Pearson test statistic is taking.
Introduction
Goodness of fit test, homogeneity test, and independence test of categorical data with more than two categories, the standard Pearson chi-squared tests are used in general under the assumption of independency of observations. However, the survey data based on complex sample design is not satisfied with the condition of the standard Pearson multinomial-based chi-squared test. Complex sample design applies various sampling strategies together to select a representative sample, such as stratification, clustering, multi-stage or multiphase, unequal probability, multi-frame and so on. [1] Today, many surveys are conducted based on complex sample design. Categorical survey data based on complex sample design does not fit the condition of the standard Pearson test and the use of it may cause wrong test results.
Holt et. al. [2] looked at the effect of correlations among elements on the performance of the standard
Pearson chi-squared test. Through empirical analysis, they showed that the effect is sever for test of goodnessof-fit or homogeneity but less sever for test of independence. Rao and Scott [3] [4] [5] and Tomas and Rao [6] suggested test statistics adjusting the bias of the standard Pearson test statistics for the secondary data analysis collected based on complex sampling. One of methods comparing more than two test statistics is to compare their power. Heo [7] showed through empirical power analysis that the Rao-Scott adjusted test to Pearson test has a tendency of moving upward comparing to unbiased Wald test. Recently, many surveys are conducted using complex sample design in the country. However, many survey reports are still published with results using the standard Pearson test. This study investigates effects of bias of point estimator of population proportion and its variance estimator to the standard Pearson chi-squared test statistics for two population homogeneity test when the sample is collected based on complex sampling scheme. Chapter 2 reviews test statistics for two population homogeneity test and gives formula partitioned the standard Pearson test statistic into two parts. Chapter 3 gives the results of empirical analysis and Chapter 4 gives conclusions.
This study examines the effect under two population homogeneity test. The standard Pearson test statistic can be partitioned into two parts; the first part is the weighted sum of random variables with eigenvalues of design matrix as their weights, and the additional second part which is added due to the biases of the point estimator and its variance estimator.
Our empirical analysis shows that even though the bias of point estimator is small, Pearson test statistic is very much inflated due to underestimate the variance of point estimator. In the connection of design-based variance estimator and its design matrix, the bigger the average of eigenvalues of design matrix is, the larger relative size of which the first component part to Pearson test statistic is taking.
Homogeneity Test

Pearson Chi-squared Test
Suppose we have independent samples of size n 1 and n 2 from two populations, and each population is divided into K mutually exclusive categories with population proportions p ij for ith population and jth category (i = 1,2, j = 1,2,...,K) and . The null hypothesis to be test for the homogeneity of population proportions is
where
Under simple random sampling with replacement, the population proportion p ij is estimated by = n ij /n i , where n ij is the observed cell counts for the jth category of the ith sample, and the ordinary Pearson test statistic is given by where = (n 1j +n 2j )/n and n = n 1 +n 2 . Note that X 2 can be written in the quadratic form such as
where and with . Under simple random sampling with replacement, the test statistic X 2 in (2.1) has asymptotically a chi-square distribution with K-1 degrees of freedom, , under H 0 .
Wald Test
Now consider the more general sampling scheme. When the samples are selected according to complex sampling design, which uses a combination of stratification, clustering, multi-stage or multi-phase designs, unequal probability sampling, and so on, the asymptotic distribution of X 2 is no more under H 0 . Suppose each population is stratified into L strata and n hl (≥2) clusters are selected with unequal probabilities for th stratum. Within lth first-stage cluster, n hlm (≥1) ultimate units are selected. This sampling scheme is slightly modified from the stratified multistage sampling design in Shao [8] . Then, the population proportion is estimated by where and . Here, s i is the set of ultimate units in the ith sample, δ tj = 1 if the tth ultimate unit in the ith sample belongs to the jth category and 0 otherwise, and w it is the survey weights attached to the th unit in the th sample. In the above expression, a single subscript t is used instead of (hlm) for simplicity of the notation. Under some general conditions, is consistent estimator of p ij (Shao, 1996) . For , if we can assume that has asymptotically normal distribution N K-1 (0, V i ) and is consistent estimator of V i , then the test statistic is and is asymptotically under H 0 . The is called Wald test statistic.
Bias of Pearson Test
It follows from the quadratic form of Pearson test statistic in (2.1), that
where and , where Z j 's are asymptotically independent N(0,1),
are eigenvalues of design effect matrix D = (n 2 D 1 + n 1 D 2 )/n with (Holt et. al., 1980; Scott, 1981, 1984) 
Empirical Analysis
Empirical Data
The empirical analysis was applied to the data of the 2009 education customers's satisfaction survey (2009 CSES) of Gyeongsangnam-do regional offices (GNE). The sampling design for the 2009 CSES of GNE is a stratified multistage sampling. The entire region of Gyeongsangnam-do was stratified into 40 strata according to 20 cities/counties, and level of school, elementary/middle school. Within each stratum, sample schools are selected proportional to the number of classes. Additional levels of sampling selected one class per grade level, and individual students. For the sample of teachers, 10 teachers are randomly selected from each sample school, and for the sample of parents the parents of the sampled students was surveyed. The numbers of respondents are 3,712 students, 3,456 parents, and 1,347 teachers.
Education satisfaction of students and parents are surveyed with 7 indices and job satisfaction of teachers are surveyed with 6 indices. Table 1 gives the number of items per index by student and teacher. For this study, the average per index was calculated and the average was categorized into 3 to 5 categories, which is given in Table 1 .
Empirical Analysis
For two population homogeneity test, the population was divided into two sub-populations, 10 cities and 10 counties. The numbers of respondents were 2,647 students in cities and 1,065 students in counties, and 834 teachers in cities and 513 teachers in counties. For this study, only student data and teacher data were analyzed. Table 2 and Table 4 show Pearson test statistics and Wald test statistics for students and teachers. They also show the components of Pearson test statistics, Q and E. Table 3 and Table 5 show the averages and standard deviations of the absolute differences between biased estimator and the consistent estimator of the population proportion p ij , and the averages and standard deviations δ ij of eigenvalues of design effect matrix.
From Table 2 and Table 4 , the Pearson Test statistics, which suppose simple random sampling and multinomial distribution, show much larger values than Wald test statistics, which reflects the complex sampling scheme. From Table 2 and Table 3, and Table 4 and Table 5 , they show that the relative size of Q to X 2 is bigger when the averages of eigenvalues of design matrix is large than they are small. From Table 3 and Table 5 , the averages and standard deviations of were obtained by calculating for th category and th population and taking average or calculating standard deviation for each index. From Table 3 and Table 5 , they show that the average bias of point estimator , when sample was selected based on complex sampling design, are relatively smaller effect on X 2 and does not have large effect on it than the design based variance estimator. Nevertheless, the effect of bias of to X 2 may not be ignored. Index 6 of students has relatively lager average of from the second sample and the inflation rate of X 2 relative to is almost 828% which gives the largest inflation rate. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 show the pearson test statistics X 2 , which is marked with diamond symbol, and the components of X 2 , Q marked with sqaure and E marked with triangle.
Conclusion
Categorical data collected based on complex sample design is not proper for the standard Pearson multinomial-based chi-squared test because the observations are not independent and identically distributed. This study investigated the effect of biases of point estimator of population proportion and its variance estimator to the standard Pearson chi-squared test statistics for two population homogeneity test when the sample was collected by complex sampling scheme. the standard Pearson test statistic can be partitioned two parts; the first part is the weighted sum of with eigenvalues of design matrix as weights, and the additional second part which is added due to the biases of the point estimator and its variance estimator. Our empirical analysis shows that even though the bias of point estimator is small, Pearson test statistic is very much inflated due to underestimate the variance. In the connection of design-based variance estimator and its design matrix, the bigger the average of eigenvalues of design matrix is, the larger relative size of which the first component part to Pearson test statistic is taking. Finally, when one analyses categorical data collected by complex sampling scheme, it needs to caution to use the Pearson chi-squared tests. 
